
Supply List for Mickey La Fave Class 

Watercolor Paint: Any quality watercolor paint will work just fine. If you want to 
mimic my paints, I am listing my paints that I will be working with in class.


(Guiry’s, Amazon, Jerry’s Artarama are good sources for these paints and other 
supplies listed)


Dr. PH Martin Hydrous watercolors:              


5H Quinacridone Magenta

9H Cobalt Voilet

2H Gamboge

16H Cobalt Blue

1H Hansa Yellow Light

8H Ultramarine

34H Turquoise Blue

Dr. Ph Martin’s Bleed Proof White


Ecoline liquid watercolor:


337 Magenta

508 Blue


Misket: I use Grumbacher liquid frisket

              Frisk Masking fluid remover (also called glue and residue Reaser or adhesive 
remover)

     

              (I have lots of these if you don’t have one)	 	 

            

300 lb Watercolor Paper: I use Fabriano 300 lb cold press paper. We will work with 2 - 
8” x 10” sheets and 2- 11” x 14” sheets. (Sheets are typically offered in large  sizes and 
can be cut down to size. Guirys has single sheets available for sale and Jerry’s 
Artarama has nice prices on bulk sheets)


Watercolor Brushes:  Good quality brushes are recommended. If you want help and 
to try out a brush, Guirys and 


I primarily use Steve quilter  / Richeson Profession 7000 brushes. There are reasonably 
priced.


I primarily use round brushes sizes #1, #4, #6, #8  for smaller paintings and a #10 for 
the tree class.




I will also use a round mop brush. Escoda Versatil #16 is good but pricy and Silver 
Black Velvet mop brush size 3/4 oval is also a favorite and cheaper.


If you have a 1.5” or 2” flat wide watercolor brush, it will be handy for one of the 
classes also. If you don’t have one, a mop brush just fine.


Other supplies:  

Pentel Metallic MED gel pen. (This pens sometimes is sold in a dual pack with a silver 
and gold pen)


1” masking tape, pencil, erasure, thin Sharpie ( I prefer Copic Multi-liner size 0.03 in 
black) 


Scrubber brush. If you have never used one, I want to introduce you to this magical 
tool. I use zen Royal & Langenickel model Z83SC. Micheals carries these on line) 


If you have any questions about this supply list, please reach out to Mickey at phone: 
303-748-4262 or email at mickeysfineart@gmail.com.



